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Gold and Silver Found Resistance Once Again in May 
 

Following the seasonal high in February, gold has lived up to its bad reputation when it comes to the second quarter of the year.  
In flat or declining trends it likes to put in a head fake rally in the first half of May and then resume its downtrend (2018, ’15, 
’14, ’13, ‘12, ’01, ’00, ’99, ’98, 97, ’96, ‘95, ’91, ’90, ’89, ’86, ’85, ’83, ‘82, ’81, ’76 & ’75). It takes dominant bull markets 
such as 1977-80, 1986-88 and 2002-11 to avoid this period of weakness.   
 
The development of a rolling top since February sets up for a violation of the April/May lows.  If broken, additional selling 
pressure should take prices down to $1243 making a test the October highs. 
 

Rolling tops in gold 
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The strength in the US Dollar remains a headwind for the American gold price.  However, for 
investors in most of the world (Europe, Japan, Russia, Canada, Australia, etc.) the price of gold is 
holding up well; at all-time highs in Australia and through the roof in Turkey and Venezuela.   The 
most important value of insurance is what it does to protect you in times of need. The gold price 
has held well for those that required it. 

 
The Dollar has been within an ascending wedge since last summer.  Support is at 96 and resistance 
is at 98.40.  More immediate support is at the 50-day ema around 97.40.  Moving outside these 
parameters should have a direct impact on the gold price. 
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Silver continues to track the same pattern (wave structure) seen in the 1969-72, 1980-93 and 1995-97 bear markets.  Based upon 
the current rate of decent, we anticipate a July low.  A violation of last November’s low would be a classic means of creating a 
climactic bottom.  We will be on the watch for Capitulations or Sequential signals.   
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Opinions in this report are solely those of the author. The information herein was obtained from various sources; however, we 
do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. This research report is prepared for general circulation and is 
circulated for general information only. It does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial 
situation, and the needs regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities or investment strategies discussed 
or recommended in this report and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized.  
 
Investors should note that income from such securities, if any, may fluctuate and that each security’s price or value 
may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested. Past performance is not 
necessarily a guide to future performance. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer to 
buy or sell any securities or options or futures contracts. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect 
the value, price or income of any security or related investment mentioned in this report. In addition, investors in 
securities such as ADRs, whose values are influenced by the currency of the underlying security, effectively assume 
currency risk. Moreover, from time to time, members of the Charts and Markets team may be long or short positions 
discussed in our publications.  


